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Abstract. We present a tool that implements Owicki-Gries and relyguarantee methods for the compositional veriﬁcation of multi-threaded
programs. Our tool computes the requisite auxiliary assertions automatically using an abstraction and reﬁnement procedure. Our procedure is
based on a Horn clause encoding of reﬁnement queries and facilitates the
discovery of thread-modular proofs when such proofs exist. We present
the tool and its evaluation on a collection of benchmarks, including a
direct comparison of the eﬀectiveness of the proof rules.

1

Introduction

Software running on our computers is becoming increasingly concurrent, i.e.,
it consists of several execution threads that process several tasks in parallel
and interact with each other during the operation. Increasing concurrency is
supported by the state-of-the-art in computer hardware, where modern CPUs
have several computing cores and can execute several threads at the same time.
However, it is extremely diﬃcult to develop correct concurrent programs that
are free of bugs, as evidenced by recent studies [5, 10].
In this paper we present Threader, a tool that automates veriﬁcation of
multi-threaded programs. The algorithms implemented in Threader are rooted
in compositional proof rules [9, 13]. Following [6, 7], Threader uses abstraction
and abstraction reﬁnement to ﬁnd adequate auxiliary assertions for veriﬁcation.
In this paper, we investigate the eﬀectiveness of the compositional rules on a
collection of benchmarks.

2

Threader Overview

Threader consists of three main modules that interact as shown in Figure 1.
First, a C-frontend translates the input C program and its assert statements into
a transition system that is represented using constraints over program variables.
Next, the program safety is veriﬁed by iteratively applying abstract reachability
computation and abstraction reﬁnement steps. If no error state is unreachable
then Threader reports that the program is safe. Otherwise, i.e., if an error state
is discovered by the abstract reachability computation, Threader encodes the
error state reachability using a set of recursion free Horn clauses and invokes a
Horn solver. If the Horn clauses are not satisﬁable then Threader returns a
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Fig. 1. The main modules of Threader. The abstract reachability module solves
recursive equations (1), (2), or (3). The abstraction reﬁnement module discovers (transition) predicates by solving Horn clauses.

counterexample. Otherwise, a solution of the Horn clauses yields predicate that
are needed to reﬁne the abstraction. We describe the modules of Threader
below.
C-frontend. Threader’s frontend is based on the CIL framework [12]. The
frontend takes as input a C ﬁle containing N functions that represent N threads
to be executed in parallel. We assume that the threads interact using shared
variables. Threader does not support recursive functions and relies on inlining
to deal with function calls. After inlining, each of the N functions is translated to
a constraint-based representation. The frontend outputs a transition system P =
(V, ϕinit , ϕerr , ρ1 , . . . , ρN ) with variables V , initial states ϕinit , error states ϕerr ,
and thread transitions ρ1 , . . . , ρN . The program variables V = (VG , V1 , . . . , VN )
are partitioned into global variables shared by all threads, and local variables of
each thread. The set of initial program states ϕinit is obtained by initializing the
global variables. The set of error states ϕerr is derived from the assert statements
in the input C program. Finally, each transition relation ρi can only change the

values of global variables and local variables of thread i. We use ρ=
i = (Vi = Vi )
to make this requirement explicit, i.e., for each i = j ∈ 1..N we require the
validity of ρi → ρ=
j . We assume that each implication assertion in this paper
is implicitly universally quantiﬁed over its free variables. The transition relation
of the entire program is ρ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρN .
Abstract reachability (and environment transitions). Given an abstraction function, the abstract reachability module computes an over-approximation
of the states reachable during any execution of a multi-threaded program and
corresponding environment transitions, as described by the proof rules in
Figure 2.
The rule (1) relies on a single, global auxiliary assertion R over program
variables V . If R satisﬁes all three conditions of the proof rule then the program
is safe. The ﬁrst condition ensures that R over-approximates the initial states of
the program ϕinit . The second condition ensures that R is invariant under the
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Find an assertion R over V such that:
→R

α̇(ϕinit )

(1)

α̇(post(ρ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ρN , R)) → R
→ false

R ∧ ϕerr
Find assertions R1 , . . . , RN over V such that
α̇i (ϕinit )

→ Ri

for i ∈ 1..N

α̇i (post(ρi , Ri ))

→ Ri

for i ∈ 1..N

α̇i (post(ρj , Ri ∧ Rj )) → Ri

(2)

for i = j ∈ 1..N

R1 ∧ · · · ∧ RN ∧ ϕerr → false
Find assertions R1 , . . . , RN over V and E1 , . . . , EN over V and V  such that
→ Ri

for i ∈ 1..N

α̇i (post (ρi ∨ (Ei ∧ ρ=
i ), Ri )) → Ri

for i ∈ 1..N

α̈ji (Rj ∧ ρj )

→ Ei

for i = j ∈ 1..N

R1 ∧ · · · ∧ RN ∧ ϕerr

→ false

α̇i (ϕinit )

(3)

Fig. 2. Proof rules for safety of a program (V, ϕinit , ϕerr , ρ1 , . . . , ρN ) . Given abstraction
functions, Threader computes the strongest solution for the auxiliary assertions using
either (1) “Monolithic”, (2) “Owicki-Gries”, or (3) “Rely-Guarantee” proof rule.

application of the thread transitions ρ1 , . . . , ρN . The last condition requires that
R does not intersect the error states ϕerr .
The rule (2) is a formulation of the “Owicki-Gries” proof rule [13]. The reasoning about reachable states is localized by replacing a global auxiliary assertion R
with N thread-reachability assertions R1 , . . . , RN . Each thread-reachability assertion Ri needs to over-approximate the initial states and needs to be invariant
under the transition relation of thread i . In addition, Ri also needs to account
for interference from the transition relation of thread j when it is applied to
reachable states in Rj . The last condition requires that the intersection of the
thread-reachability assertions and ϕerr is empty.
The rule (3) reasons about the threads individually by relying on environment
assertions. Each assertion Ei denotes a binary relation over V and V  that captures how all threads other than i can change the program states. As above, the
thread-reachability assertion Ri is required to over-approximate the initial states
and be invariant under the transition relation of thread i . Threader accounts
for the interference from threads other than i by the environment transition
Ei ∧ ρ=
i , which does not modify the values of variables local to thread i .
Threader eﬀectively computes the strongest candidate for the auxiliary assertions wrt. a given abstraction. See [7] for a corresponding algorithm for the
proof rule (3) (other rules are similar).
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In practice, it is crucial to maintain for each thread i an abstraction function
α̇i that approximates the thread-reachability Ri . Environment transitions are
approximated using diﬀerent abstraction functions for diﬀerent pairs of threads.
For an abstraction function α̈ij the double dot indicates that the function α̈ij
abstracts binary relations over states (not sets of states) and the index i  j
indicates that this function is used to abstract the eﬀect of the thread i on the
reachability of thread j .
Threader uses predicate and transition predicate abstraction functions that
are deﬁned using sets of predicates Ṗi and transition predicates P̈ij as follows.


α̈ij (T ) = {p̈ ∈ P̈ij | T → p̈}
α̇i (S) = {ṗ ∈ Ṗi | S → ṗ}
Threader discovers the sets of (transition) predicates automatically. Initially,
the empty sets are used to compute a coarse approximation of the reachable
state space and environment transitions. If, for given abstraction functions, the
reachability assertions intersect the set of error states, then the discovered error evidence needs to be checked for spuriousness. The reachability assertions
computed so far are used to formulate a query to the abstraction reﬁnement
module.
Termination properties. Threader can prove termination properties based
on a “Rely-Guarantee” proof rule and automated construction of transition abstraction functions. More details are reported in [8].

3

Experiments

In this section, we present our experience with applying Threader on
15 multi-threaded C programs. See Table 1. The name of the benchmark
and the number of lines of C code are shown in the ﬁrst two columns.
Columns 3, 4 and 5 present veriﬁcation results obtained from our implementation of the proof rules (1), (2), and (3), respectively. The source
code for the examples together with additional data can be found at
http://www.model.in.tum.de/˜popeea/research/threader.html.
The programs shown in Table 1 are small but intricate. We are not aware of
any automatic tool that can deal with these examples.
The ﬁrst example from the table illustrates a program used as running example
in the paper introducing thread-modular model checking [4]. The program safety
can be proven using each of the proof rules. Due to the low complexity of this
safety proof, this program illustrates that monolithic veriﬁcation may conclude
faster than localized reasoning.
The second part of the table reports on various algorithms to establish mutual
exclusion between a number of threads. For all these examples, we instrumented
a safety assertion to check mutual exclusion. Dekker, Peterson, and Szymanski are classical algorithms. Readers-writer-lock and Time-varying-mutex are
tests for the Calvin model checker [3]. QRCU [11] is a variant of the read-copyupdate algorithm that is used in the Linux kernel, and is the most complex of
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Table 1. Applying diﬀerent proof rules implemented in Threader. All programs are
safe. Time is measured in seconds. “T/O” stands for time out after 15 minutes.
Benchmark programs
Spin2003
Dekker
Peterson
Szymanski
Readers-writer-lock
Time-varying mutex
Naı̈veBakery
Bakery
Lamport
QRCU-2processes
QRCU-3processes
QRCU-4processes
Mozilla-ﬁxed-vulnerab
See-Saw
Scull

LOC “Monolithic”
18
0.02s
39
T/O
26
T/O
43
T/O
22
0.03s
29
0.3s
22
T/O
37
T/O
62
T/O
120
T/O
148
T/O
182
T/O
168
T/O
98
T/O
451
T/O

“Owicki-Gries”
0.02s
0.3s
0.7s
1.8s
0.03s
0.73s
0.3s
1.4s
11.4s
1.8s
89s
T/O
0.8s
T/O
T/O

“Rely-Guarantee”
0.1s
1.1s
2.3s
12.2s
0.1s
7.5s
2.4s
97s
57s
11.3s
T/O
T/O
0.8s
7.8s
41.2s

the presented mutual exclusion algorithms. We test its simple variant with two
processes (one reader and one updater), as well as variants with two and three
readers. For all benchmarks, we observed that the monolithic veriﬁcation cannot cope with the transition relation of the entire program. Furthermore, the
“Owicki-Gries” proof rule captures concisely the interference between threads,
as the state space is overly constrained by values of the variables establishing
the mutual exclusion invariant. Finally, the “Rely-Guarantee” proof rule requires
representing intricate environment transitions and therefore it needs to discover
supporting transition predicates. We include the example QRCU-4processes that
times-out for both “Owicki-Gries” and “Rely-Guarantee” abstraction reﬁnement
methods. We note that for the moment Threader does not implement algorithms for symmetry reduction that would be beneﬁcial for the eﬃciency of a
compositional veriﬁcation approach, as demonstrated in [1].
In the third part of the table, Mozilla-ﬁxed-vulnerab is a ﬁx from the Mozilla
CVS repository for a vulnerability described in a study of concurrency bugs [10].
See-Saw is a multi-threaded version of the program reported in [14] where we
instrumented the invariants obtained by the StInG prover as assertions in the C
program. Scull [2] is a Linux character driver that implements access to a global
memory area. Diﬀerent invocations of the open, read, write, and release functions
implemented by the device driver access common variables and these accesses
should be performed in a critical section. For these programs, we observed that
“Rely-Guarantee” reasoning allows a natural encoding of environment transitions as binary relations. In contrast, the “Owicki-Gries” proof rule is not able
to capture the thread interference since the thread-reachability assertions are in
this case expressed over sets of states.
To conclude, we note some of the signiﬁcant advantages of the algorithms
implemented in Threader.
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– They are applicable to arbitrary (or ad-hoc) synchronization patterns, not
only nested locking patterns or datarace free code.
– Threader does not restrict the analysis to a bounded number of contextswitches, but instead analyzes (implicitly) an unbounded number of context
switches.
– The proofs constructed by Threader are not restricted to thread-modular
proofs. In addition, the search for new (transition) predicates can be restricted to thread-modular solutions that favor compositional reasoning, as
described in [7].
– Threader allows an experimental comparison of the two state-of-the-art
proof rules for compositional veriﬁcation of multi-threaded programs in a
uniform setting.
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